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Background and Objective: The reference equations and diagnostic criteria play a critical

role in the interpretation of pulmonary function tests (PFTs). The aim was to investigate the

impacts of different reference equations and diagnostic criteria on the frequency of airway

obstruction in adult people of a large teaching hospital of North China.

Methods: The spirometry data of all adult people who underwent PFTs in Qilu hospital

from April 2012 to November 2015 were collected. Two spirometry reference equations,

namely, Zhongshan-2011 and Global Lung Function Initiative 2012 (GLI-2012) were com-

pared. The frequency of airway obstruction using different spirometry prediction equations

and diagnostic criteria including forced expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1)/forced vital

capacity (FVC) <92% of predicted value and FEV1/FVC <lower limits of normal (LLN)

were investigated.

Results: A total of 57,888 subjects were recruited with a mean age of 55.5 ± 13.72. There were

significant differences in LLN and predicted value between the GLI-2012 and Zhongshan-2011.

The average age of those who had an LLN of FEV1/FVC below 0.7 was 66.59 ± 6.05 years using

GLI-2012, which was significantly lower than that in Zhongshan-2011 (77.46±2.63, P<0.001).

Using FEV1/FVC<LLN as diagnostic criteria, Zhongshan-2011 identifies more obstructive

subjects than GLI-2012 in each age group. In 45–59 or 60–80 age group, more participants

were defined as obstructive using FEV1/FVC<92%pred than FEV1/FVC<LLN (both P<0.001).

Conclusion: Zhongshan-2011 identifies more airway obstruction than GLI-2012 in adult

people of North China. Compared to FEV1/FVC<LLN, FEV1/FVC<92%pred may lead to

overdiagnosis of airway obstruction in elderly people.
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Introduction
Airway obstruction is caused by an increase in airway resistance when intrathoracic

or extrathoracic narrowing of the airway leads to a reduction of airflow. Airway

obstruction is one of the main characteristics of obstructive lung diseases including

asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD).1,2 Spirometry is the most

commonly used method for the diagnosis of airway obstruction. Among the para-

meters of spirometry, the ratio of forced expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1) to forced

vital capacity (FVC) is the most widely accepted indicator of airway obstruction. The

reduction of FEV1/FVC generally indicates the presence of airway obstruction.3

Although pulmonary function tests (PFTs) have been widely used for decades,

there are still some difficult issues in the accurate interpretation of PFTs and
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diagnosis of airway obstruction. One of the problems is the

controversial diagnostic criteria. In the diagnosis of airway

obstruction, there is still a controversy regarding the

appropriate cut-off values for FEV1/FVC. FEV1/FVC <

lower limits of normal (LLN) are accepted by various

guidelines on PFTs such as American Thoracic Society

(ATS)/European Respiratory Society (ERS) interpretative

strategies for lung function tests.4 In China, FEV1/

FVC <92% of predicted value is also recommended by

the guidelines for PFTs published by Chinese Thoracic

Society.5 Fixed cut-off such as FEV1/FVC <0.7 is

accepted as the definition of airflow limitation by Global

Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease (GOLD).6

Reference equations also play an important role in the

correct interpretation of PFTs. The interpretation of PFTs is

usually dependent on the comparisons of data measured in an

individual patient or subject with reference values deriving

from the epidemiological data of healthy subjects.4 Using

different lung function reference equations may influence the

interpretation of PFTs results. There are two widely accepted

reference equations for adult people of North China: the

reference equations published by Zhongshan hospital

(Zhongshan-2011)7 and Global Lung Function Initiative

2012 equations (GLI-2012) for northeast Asians.8

Zhongshan hospital is one of the earliest hospitals which

carry out PFT in China and the Zhongshan-2011 reference

equations are widely used in Northern and Eastern China.

The GLI-2012 are multi-ethnic reference equations for spiro-

metry for the 3–95-yr age range.8 GLI-2012 were developed

for four specific populations: Caucasian, Black, North-East

Asian and South-East Asian and were intended to be applied

globally.8 Previous studies showed that the applicability of

GLI-2012 was different in different countries or

populations.9–14 However, the values of GLI-2012 in North

Chinese have not been fully investigated yet.

In clinical practice, the presence of different reference

equations and/or diagnostic criteria causes great difficulties

for the accurate interpretation of PFTs. The aim of this study

was to investigate the impacts of different reference equations

and diagnostic criteria on the frequency of airway obstruction

in adult people of a large teaching hospital of North China.

Population and Methods
Study Population
The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration

of Helsinki, national and institutional standards.15 The study

was approved by the Ethics Committee of Qilu Hospital of

Shandong University (No 2015091). To preserve the partici-

pants’ privacy and data confidentiality, the participants’ data

have been identified before analysis. All analyses in this

retrospective study were performed based on the data from

anonymized patients. Due to the non-interventional retro-

spective nature of this study, the Ethics Committee of Qilu

Hospital of Shandong University approved an informed con-

sent waiver for the retrospective medical record review.

The data were collected from a database that contained

all the adult patients’ PFTs data of Qilu hospital, one of the

top medical centers in North China, between April 2012 and

November 2015. The database includes 70,513 subjects

who underwent PFTs, including patients with pulmonary

diseases, people who underwent health examinations and

patients who underwent preoperative examination. The

inclusion criteria were: 1) age between 18 and 80 years; 2)

PFTs that fulfil ATS/ERS guidelines of lung function

tests.4,16

Pulmonary Function Tests
All PFTs were performed on computerized spirometers

(Masterscreen, Jaeger, Hochberg, Germany) according to

the ATS/ERS recommendations.4,16 Each spirometer was

calibrated daily using a syringe of 3 L volume. A minimum

of three satisfactory slow and forced vital capacity manoeu-

vers were required of each subject. All the data of PFTs

enrolled in this study were measured without the use of

bronchodilators. The Basic information involving age

(year), height (m), weight (Kg), body mass index (BMI;

Kg/m2) were collected before PFTs. Spirometry parameters

including FEV1 [L], FVC (L), FEV1/FVC (%) and vital

capacity (VC; L) were collected.

Calculation of Predicted Value and LLN
The predicted values and LLN of FEV1, FVC and FEV1/

FVC were derived using prediction equations from the GLI-

2012 (North-East Asian) and Zhongshan-2011.7,8 The pre-

diction equations include sex, age, height and weight. The

impacts of different reference equations and diagnostic cri-

teria on the frequency of airway obstruction in adult people

of a large teaching hospital of North China. Those partici-

pants with pre-bronchodilator FEV1/FVC lower than cut-off

values were termed as airway obstruction. The cut-off values

of FEV1/FVC were calculated using two different reference

equations (Zhongshan-2011 and GLI-2012) and two diag-

nostic criteria (LLN and 92% predicted).
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Statistical Analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS version

19.0 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA) and

Medcalc version 15.2 (MedCalc Software, Ostend,

Belgium). Demographic and clinical characteristics

of all subjects were summarized descriptively.

Quantitative data were expressed as mean and standard

deviation (SD). The normality assumption was tested

through the kolmogorov-smirnov test. The independent

samples and paired t-tests were used to test group

differences of normally distributed data and chi-

square test was used to compare classified variables.

The differences of predicted values of spirometry para-

meters between two prediction equations were evalu-

ated using Bland-Altman plot. Correlation between the

measurements was calculated with the Pearson correla-

tion coefficient. A P-value less than 0.05 was consid-

ered statistically significant.

Results
Participants’ Characteristics
A total of 12,625 subjects were not included and 57,888

subjects met the selection criteria (Figure 1). The mean

age was 55.5±13.72 and 33,677 (58.18%) were males. The

participants were divided into three groups: age 18–44,

age 45–59 and age 60–80 according to the global burden

of disease study 2000.17 The basic characteristics of the

participants are shown in Table 1.

The Comparison Between Two

Reference Equations
The predicted value between the two versions of refer-

ence equations are compared in Table 2. The LLN and

predicted FEV1/FVC from Zhongshan-2011 was higher

than that from GLI-2012. The LLN and predicted FVC

from Zhongshan-2011 was lower than that from GLI-

2012. The trends of FEV1/FVC and FVC were same in

All the patients in the database n=70,513

Final study population n=57,888

Participants aged<18 years n=531

Participants aged >80 years n=827

Participants with low-quality
spirograms n=11,267

Figure 1 Flowchart of the selection of the study population.
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males and females. The predicted value of FEV1 from

Zhongshan-2011 was higher in males and lower in

females compared to that from GLI-2012. The LLN of

FEV1 from Zhongshan-2011 was lower in males and

higher in females compared to that from GLI-2012. The

difference was 0.15L in FVC and 0.01L in FEV1

between two reference equations.

The Bland-Altman plot also showed that compared to

GLI-2012, the Zhongshan-2011 underestimate the predicted

value and LLN of FVC whereas predicted value and LLN of

FEV1/FVC were overestimated in Zhongshan-2011 than in

GLI-2012 (Figure 2).

The Relationship Between Reference

Values of FEV1/FVC and Age
The relationship between reference values of FEV1/FVC

and ages using Zhongshan-2011 and GLI-2012 was

investigated. The predicted value of FEV1/FVC was

negatively correlated with ages (R=−0.7 in Zhongshan-

2011 and R=−0.917 in GLI-2012) at a significant level.

We further investigated the age of the participants whose

LLN of FEV1/FVC were lower than 0.7. Using GLI-

2012 of reference value, 27,893 (48.18%) participants’

LLN of FEV1/FVC were lower than 0.7 and only 113

(0.20%) of the participants’ LLN of FEV1/FVC were

lower than 0.7 using Zhongshan-2011. The average age

of those participants with an LLN of FEV1/FVC below

0.7 was 66.59±6.05 using GLI-2012, which was signifi-

cantly lower than that in Zhongshan-2011 (77.46±2.63,

P<0.001). The smallest age of LLN blow 0.7 was 52 in

GLI-2012 whereas 70 in Zhongshan-2011.

The Influence of Diagnostic Criteria on

the Frequency of Airway Obstruction
The frequency of airway obstruction using different diagnostic

criteria: FEV1/FVC< LLN or FEV1/FVC<92%pred (Table 3)

was compared. When Zhongshan-2011 was used as reference

value, there was no significant difference in airway obstruction

frequency between two diagnostic criteria in 18–44 age group

(31.66% vs 32.59%, P=0.124). However, in other age groups

Table 1 Participants’ Spirometric and Anthropometric Characteristics

Total Age 18–44 Age 45–59 Age 60–80

Subjects, n 57,888 12,134 19,977 25,777

Age, years 55.50±13.72 34.65±7.20 52.75±4.37 67.45±5.50

Sex (male, %) 58.18 48.82 56.01 64.26

Height, cm 163.37±8.17 165.17±8.38 163.52±7.97 162.41±8.07

Weight, kg 65.90±12.29 66.65±13.95 66.92±11.76 64.76±11.75

BMI, kg/m2 24.64±3.93 24.33±4.18 24.98±3.75 24.52±3.92

FEV1, L 2.36±0.87 2.98±0.84 2.44±0.81 2.00±0.73

FVC, L 3.14±0.94 3.74±0.95 3.26±0.88 2.78±0.80

VC, L 3.26±0.93 3.82±0.94 3.37±0.88 2.92±0.80

FEV1/FVC 0.7397±0.1354 0.7959±0.1086 0.7415±0.1312 0.7181±0.1414

Note: Data are presented as mean ± standard deviation and n or n (%)

Abbreviations: BMI, Body Mass Index; FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 s; FVC, forced vital capacity; VC, vital capacity.

Table 2 The Comparison Between Zhongshan-2011 and GLI-2012

Reference Values

Zhongshan-2011 GLI-2012 P-value

FEV1 pred, L 2.85±0.58 2.84±0.59 <0.001

Males 3.19±0.41 3.13±0.52 <0.001

Females 2.36±0.41 2.45±0.43 <0.001

FVC pred, L 3.40±0.70 3.55±0.71 <0.001

Males 3.85±0.45 3.94±0.58 <0.001

Females 2.76±0.44 3.00±0.46 <0.001

FEV1/FVC pred 0.8177±0.0253 0.8020±0.0253 <0.001

Males 0.8112±0.0233 0.7927±0.0225 <0.001

Females 0.8269±0.0250 0.8140±0.0231 <0.001

FEV1 LLN, L 2.31±0.53 2.32±0.58 <0.001

Males 2.59±0.41 2.63±0.49 <0.001

Females 1.91±0.40 1.80±0.39 <0.001

FVC LLN, L 2.80±0.62 2.97±0.68 <0.001

Males 3.21±0.39 3.37±0.54 <0.001

Females 2.24±0.39 2.42±0.43 <0.001

FEV1/FVC LLN 0.7465±0.0207 0.7038±0.0312 <0.001

Males 0.7394±0.0189 0.6965±0.0305 <0.001

Females 0.7565±0.0188 0.7141±0.0291 <0.001

Notes: The data was the predicted value and LLN of the participants. Data are

presented as mean ± standard deviation. Zhongshan-2011, the reference value

published by Zhongshan hospital 2011.

Abbreviations: FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 s; FVC, forced vital capacity;

GLI-2012, Global Lung Function Initiative 2012 equations; LLN, lower limits of

normal; VC, vital capacity.
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(45–59 or 60–80), more participants were defined as obstruc-

tive using FEV1/FVC<92%pred than FEV1/FVC<LLN

(P<0.001). When GLI-2012 was used as reference value,

there were more subjects defined as obstructive using

FEV1/FVC<92%pred than FEV1/FVC<LLN (P<0.001) in

all age groups.

The Frequency of Airway Obstruction

Using Different Reference Equations
Using FEV1/FVC<LLN as diagnostic criteria, more peo-

ple were defined as obstructive according to Zhongshan-

2011 than GLI-2012 in each age group (P<0.001). Among

all the age groups, the 60–80 age group showed the largest

Figure 2 Bland-Altman spot of LLN and predicted values of GLI-2012 and Zhongshan-2011.

Note: Zhongshan-2011, the reference value published by Zhongshan hospital 2011.PanelsA, C and E illustrate the comparisons of LLN of FEV1, FVC and FEV1/FVC between

GLI-2012 and Zhongshan-2011; Panels B, D and F illustrate the comparisons of predicted values of FEV1, FVC and FEV1/FVC between GLI-2012 and Zhongshan-2011.

Abbreviations: Δ, difference of GLI-2012 data minus Zhongshan-2011 data; FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 s; FVC, forced vital capacity; GLI-2012, Global Lung

Function Initiative 2012 equations; LLN, lower limits of normal.
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difference in airway obstruction frequency between two

reference equations (43.11% vs 30.45%, P<0.001). Using

FEV1/FVC<92%pred as diagnostic criteria produced simi-

lar results, more people were defined as obstructive

according to Zhongshan-2011 than GLI-2012 in each age

group (P<0.001). The largest difference was also showed

in 60–80 age group (45.90% vs 40.05%, P<0.001).

The Diagnosis Concordance Rate

Between the Two Reference Equations
When using FEV1/FVC<LLN as diagnostic criteria, the

diagnosis concordance rate between the two reference

equations was 88.99% (51,516/57,888) in all the partici-

pants, 91.83% (11,143/12,134) in 18–44 age group,

89.40% (17,860/19,977) in 45–59 age group, 84.34%

(22,513/25,777) in 60–80 age group (Table 4). When

using FEV1/FVC<92%pred as diagnostic criteria, the

diagnosis concordance rate was 94.20% (54,530/57,888)

in all participants, 95.39% (11,575/12,134) in 18–44 age

group, 94.10% (18,798/19,977) in 45–59 age group and

93.72% (24,157/25,777) in 60–80 age group (Table 5).

Discussion
In this study, we investigated the influence of diagnostic

criteria and reference equations in the diagnosis of airway

obstruction in adult Chinese. There were significant dif-

ferences between the two reference equations (GLI-2012

and Zhongshan-2011). The Zhongshan-2011 identified

more obstructive subjects than GLI-2012. Different diag-

nostic criteria can also influence the frequency of airway

obstruction.

The reference equations are the basis for the interpreta-

tion of PFT. To the extent of the authors' knowledge, there

are still no reports comparing the applicability between

Zhongshan-2011 and GLI-2012 in adult people of North

China. In this study, a large sample of adult people who

underwent PFTs in a teaching hospital of North China was

enrolled. The results of this study showed that there were

significant differences between the two reference equa-

tions in FEV1/FVC. The predicted value and LLN of

FEV1/FVC in GLI-2012 were significantly lower than

that in Zhongshan-2011. One possible reason is that two

versions of reference equations were obtained from differ-

ently recruited “normal” or “healthy” subjects. This result

indicated that adult people are more likely to be diagnosed

with airway obstruction when the Zhongshan-2011 rather

than GLI-2012 is used.

Table 3 The Influence of Diagnostic Criteria and Reference Equations on the Frequency of Airway Obstruction

Subjects, n(%) All Zhongshan-2011 P GLI-2012 P

FEV1/FVC<LLN FEV1/FVC<92% pred FEV1/FVC<LLN FEV1/FVC<92% pred

All 57,888 22,715(39.24%) 23,874(41.24%) <0.001 16,345(28.24%) 21,076(36.41%) <0.001

Age 18–44 12,134 3842(31.66%) 3954(32.59%) 0.124 2853(23.51%) 3685(30.37%) <0.001

Age 45–59 19,977 7761(38.85%) 8088(40.49%) <0.001 5644(28.25%) 7067(35.38%) <0.001

Age 60–80 25,777 11,112(43.11%) 11,832(45.90%) <0.001 7848(30.45%) 10,324(40.05%) <0.001

Notes: Data are presented as n or n (%). Zhongshan-2011, the reference value published by Zhongshan hospital in 2011.

Abbreviations: FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 s; FVC, forced vital capacity; GLI-2012, Global Lung Function Initiative 2012 equations; LLN, lower limits of normal.

Table 4 Numbers of Concordant and Discordant Pairs When

Using FEV1/FVC<LLN as Diagnostic Criterion Between GLI-

2012 and Zhongshan-2011 to Diagnose Airway Obstruction

Subjects, n(%) GLI-2012 Total

No Yes

All

Zhongshan-2011

No 35,172 (60.76%) 1 (0.00%) 35,173

Yes 6371 (11.01%) 16,344 (28.23%) 22,715

Total 41,543 16,345 57,888

Age 18–44

Zhongshan-2011

No 8291 (68.33%) 1 (0.01%) 8292

Yes 990 (8.16%) 2852 (23.50%) 3842

Total 9281 2853 12,134

Age 45–59

Zhongshan-2011

No 12,216 (61.15%) 0 (0.00%) 12,216

Yes 2117 (10.60%) 5644 (28.25%) 7761

Total 14,333 5644 19,977

Age 60–80

Zhongshan-2011

No 14,665 (56.89%) 0 (0.00%) 14,665

Yes 3264 (12.66%) 7848 (30.45%) 11,112

Total 17,929 7848 25,777

Note: Data are presented as n or n (%).

Abbreviations: FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 s; FVC, forced vital capacity; GLI-

2012, Global Lung Function Initiative 2012 equations; LLN, lower limits of normal.
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The FEV1/FVC of normal population declined with the

increase of ages. Our results also proved that the reference

values of FEV1/FVC decreased with ages. However, the

average age of those participants who had an LLN of

FEV1/FVC below 0.7 was significantly lower in GLI-

2012 than that in Zhongshan-2011. A previous US study

proved that, in Caucasians, the difference between differ-

ent reference equations in LLN of FEV1/FVC might be

influenced by height and age.18 Both of the two versions

have the average age at which the LLN of FEV1/FVC fall

below 0.70 is over 60 years, which is older than the results

of a previous study (42 and 48 years in males and

females).19 This may be due to differences in the race of

study populations. More people were defined as obstruc-

tive according to Zhongshan-2011 than GLI-2012, espe-

cially in old people.

Beside the reference equations, the criterion for airway

obstruction definition also has a large impact on the diag-

nosis of airway obstruction.20–22 The FEV1/FVC<LLNwas

the most widely used diagnostic criteria for airway

obstruction. However, because the calculation of LLN was

relatively complex, the usage of LLN in clinical practices

was limited. In that case, some scholars proposed to use

FEV1/FVC or FEV1/vital capacity (VC) lower than the

percentage of predicted value as a surrogate diagnostic

criteria.4,23 For instance, the consensus statement of ERS

on COPD in 1995 recommended FEV1/VC <88% predicted

in males or <89% predicted in females as the diagnostic

criteria of airway obstruction.23 FEV1/FVC<92% predicted

has also been recommended by the Chinese guideline of

PFT,5 but there is still a lack of studies to confirm the

accuracy of these diagnostic criteria. The results show that

FEV1/FVC <92%pred identified more airway obstruction

than FEV1/FVC<LLN in people older than 45, especially in

60–80 age group. This indicates that FEV1/FVC <92%pred

may lead to overdiagnosis of airway obstruction in elderly

people compared to LLN. The difference between the two

diagnostic criteria was larger when using GLI-2012, which

indicated the accuracy of FEV1/FVC<92%pred might be

influenced by different reference equations.

We further investigated the diagnostic concordance

between two reference equations in different age groups.

When using FEV1/FVC<LLN as diagnostic criteria, the

diagnosis concordance rate between the two reference equa-

tions was 88.99%, which was lower than that of using FEV1/

FVC<92%pred as diagnostic criteria (94.20%, p<0.001).

When FEV1/FVC<LLN as diagnostic criteria, the diagnosis

concordance rate between the two reference equations in

60–80 group was lower than younger groups.

In recent years, the z-score has been recommended as an

evaluating index for spirometry parameters.8 Z-scores indi-

cate how many standard deviations a measurement is from

its predicted value. However, the Zhongshan-2011 has no

z-score equations of spirometry parameters. In addition, the

statistical value of z-score (−1.64) was equal to LLN at the

5th centile.8 In order to compare between these two refer-

ence equations, we chose to use LLN but not z-score. In this

study, we only based on the PFTs to determine airway

obstruction. But in clinical practice, other factors including

symptoms and chest imaging should also be considered,

especially for patients near cut-off values.

The GOLD guideline uses post-bronchodilator FEV1/

FVC<0.7 as the diagnostic criteria of airflow limitation.6

Because the fixed cut-off value of FEV1/FVC is simple and

its value on the diagnosis and treatment of COPD has been

verified in numerous clinical trials, some hospitals inChina use

GOLD criterion to define the airway obstruction.24–29

However, previous studies proved that using a fixed

Table 5 Numbers of Concordant and Discordant Pairs When

Using FEV1/FVC<92% Pred as Diagnostic Criterion Between

GLI-2012 and Zhongshan-2011 to Diagnose Airway Obstruction

Subjects, n(%) GLI2-012 Total

No Yes

All

Zhongshan-2011

No 33,734 (58.27%) 280 (0.04%) 34,014

Yes 3078 (5.32%) 20,796 (35.92%) 23,874

Total 36,812 21,076 57,888

Age 18–44

Zhongshan-2011

No 8035 (66.22%) 145 (1.19%) 8180

Yes 414 (3.41%) 3540 (29.17%) 3954

Total 8449 3685 12,134

Age 45–59

Zhongshan-2011

No 11,810 (59.12%) 79 (0.39%) 11,889

Yes 1100 (5.51%) 6988 (34.98%) 8088

Total 12,910 7067 19,977

Age 60–80

Zhongshan-2011

No 13,889 (53.88%) 56 (0.22%) 13,945

Yes 1564 (6.07%) 10,268 (39.83%) 11,832

Total 15,453 10,324 25,777

Note: Data are presented as n or n (%).

Abbreviations: FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 s; FVC, forced vital capacity;

GLI-2012, Global Lung Function Initiative 2012 equations.
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FEV1/FVC ratio may result in a significant number of false-

positive results in old people.30,31 In addition, GOLD criterion

for COPD is defined by a post-bronchodilator FEV1/FVC

<0.7, whichmay not suitable for pre-bronchodilator estimation

of airway obstruction. So the GOLD criterion was not enrolled

in this study.

The fitness of GLI-2012 and Zhongshan-2011 in North

China has not been fully illustrated. The results of this

study showed that only 0.20% of the participants’ LLN of

FEV1/FVC using Zhongshan-2011 were lower than 0.7,

which indicated that FEV1/FVC was overestimated in

Zhongshan-2011. In our previous study, we proved that

the LLN of FEV1/FVC of GLI-2012 was lower than

normal people aged 60–84 years old in Jinan, a city with

more than 7 million people in North China.32 So both

Zhongshan-2011 and GLI-2011 may not be the most

appropriate reference equations for the adult people of

North China.

Our study has several limitations. First, this was

a retrospective study and only those who underwent

PFTs in hospital were enrolled, and the age was limited

from 18 to 80. These might lead to possible selection bias.

In the future, we will make a further study on the commu-

nity population of Chinese with a wider range of ages.

Second, the fitness of the reference equations and diag-

nostic criteria for healthy people had not been

investigated.

Conclusion
In conclusion, the predicted value of GLI-2012 and

Zhongshan-2011 differs significantly. The Zhongshan-

2011 identifies more obstructive subjects than GLI-2012

in each age group of adult people of North China. The

influence of diagnostic criteria on the frequency of airway

obstruction related with reference equations and age

groups. Compared to LLN, FEV1/FVC <92%pred may

lead to overdiagnosis of airway obstruction in elderly

people.
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